Mathematical Concept of Dialysis Unphysiology.
Although the unphysiology of the intermittently applied dialysis treatment was a concern of the dialysis pioneers, the development of any mathematical theory of treatment unphysiology and its quantification was not attempted until the end of the 1980s. This paper suggests that the conventional urea kinetic modeling (UKM) be complemented with a new parameter, the time-averaged deviation (TAD). TAD is the mean plasma urea concentration fluctuation around its mean value (time-averaged concentration, TAC). The value of TAD increases with a decreasing number of dialysis treatments per week, that is, with increasing dialysis unphysiology. Thus it can be used to quantify this until now only intuitively assessed treatment parameter. Status of a patient on any given treatment schedule can be characterized by a point on the TAC/TAD plot. Sensitivity analysis performed using the TAC/TAD plot offers insight into the influence of different patient- and treatment-related parameters on the point location and thus enables both retrospective as well as prospective assessment of different treatment schedules. Clinical correlates of TAD will have to be found and studied to establish the importance of the treatment schedule unphysiology for the overall treatment outcome.